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We meet at a time when the hiator7 ot this oountr7
moat important momenta. In South Africa toda7, the capitalist s1atem together
with ita organ of power, the racist state, are experiencing a crisis the
eeverit1 of which mounts by the day. At times like these, it is imperative that
all of ua who are rallied as an antith•tioal force ~gainst the present regime
should analyse thoroughly the objective conditions which shape our lives 1n
this country. We should then reassess our strength and strategies in order to
chart scientifically the course of our future struggles.
The democratic movement picks up the reigns of a struggle endowed with rich
historical experiences. A synoptic look at our history will reveal that our
people through various campaigns have always engaged the ~nemy on many occasions.
When the rulers set up the Union of South Africa in 1910, the people set up
their own o~ganisation in the form of the ANC, two years later, inl912. This
organisations was set up to oprose the government and to concretise their
national ~piration. 1919 saw the Free ~-tate women campaigning against the
passes. The 1935-36 Hertzog bills which-actually removed the Franchise from the
African and Coloured sections did not go without challenge. In 1946, ~pposition
against the Indian <lbetto Acts in Natal was also staged by the massive participation of the people.- 1952 brought the initial stages of the boycott
campaigns, and later on, when the regime sought to strengthen their position
by bolstering ~antu Education, ~e students registered their categorical.
rejection in the 1976-1980 boycotts.
Presently, the state is coming with the 'new constitutio~~ and the Xoornhof
bills' and this whole gimmick of reform, which the democratic movement must
attend to.
T~e

democratic movement must in the first·~stance adopt a particular frame of
it is to face the challenges of its da.y successfully. That conceptual
framework must be a scientific one in which case no amount of tradition and
emotion lvill cloud its analytical processes. The democratic movement is called u
upon to be flexible in its approach and "in this regard recognize the fact that
the objective conditions in ~hich it operates are not permanent or static at any
given time, but are dynamic. There is the ever J)resent flow and ebb represented
by the regimes political ~«ist and turn which the democratic movement must fully
analyse and 1ake advantage of.
ou~if

Great challenges presenting a new set of conditions are presently facing the
democratic movement in South Africa. It is mperative that in responding to these
conditions, the democratic movement should be able to maintain a proper balance
bet~een its principles as against the strategies and tactics applied in Drder
to achieve its obje~tives. Firstly, principles ~e essentially fixed and
fundamental b~liefs around which a general outlook is formed. The form gen~ral
guides to action but are not the actual action
itself. Strategies on the
oth9r hand ar9 processes involving the propoer timing and planning mn order to
create cmnditiona that are suitable for the impl~~entation o~ one'sJ programme
at one's own p~ce, taking into account the material conditions in order to change
them. Whereas tactics a.re mere skill:tul procedures calulated to gain some end.
Principles arc. therfore long term and are more philosophical and ideological J
whereas strategies are more of medium term nature while tactics are actually
flexible and short term as they are the tools utilised to achieve our objectives.
In order to illustrate this point, let us take an example ~rom a practical
situation. As a principle, the democratic movement beleives in a non-racial
South Africa. The strategy it has adopted is that of opposing the government's
constitutional plana. What the conference lust now iiscuss are the variuus tactics
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applicable to implecent that strategy in order to achi.eve our overall
principle of non-racialism and dernoc~acy. Eany other examples could be
quoted. It is important fu: our wcrk that we understand this basic
difference between principle$ on the one hand, and strategies and
tactics o~ the other.It is only when we master this that we will be able
to be flexi~le in persuing our objectives without abandoping our principles.
Coming back to the present position of the ~RQB!· The UDF is a young
FRONT. The question of the unity and strength should be of underlying
importance to everybocy not only in thiG meeting, but to ev£ry democrat
and freedom-loving person in South ~irica. So th~t whatever strategy
and tactic we apply, th~sa should be w:.:ghed not only Rgainst our
principles,}but also against causi~g s~isns, factionalism and ctacks
that would weaken its eff~ctivaness and strength, while bolstering at
attacks from both th~ left and th~ right.
In the present discussions co~tinuing concerning the tactics to be adopted
on the referendum which was supP.osed to have been called by the state
Jnd its quislings, and was to test the 'Indi~n' and 'Coloured' people's
reaction towards the constitution, it has become clear that the state
and its seoo~es have developed cold fe~t on this issue. Now PW Botha
and his lackeys talk of going ahaa~ with thw elections, thus circumventing
perhaps an embaressing sit~ation with regaro to the referendum. Now that
we shall be discussin~ the referendum issue, let us look at the crucial
questions related to this issu~, some of which are the following:

1. The Unity if the FRONT
2. Which tactic would best serve to enhance the Democratic movement
3. Which tnctic would best disorganise the state

~

4. The best way of prever.ting/obstructing the implementation of the
states constitutioanl prc~osals
THE OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES:
~coking at the short track of the UDF ever ~inae the historic launching
-n Cape Town. It is n~ce&sary that we develop some broad operational
principlesr specially beca~se ~ set of new conditions are created every~O
day. In this reg~rd, we need:
a. To strengthen the structure and bone of th~ Front. Firstly at
consitituent member basis. Memebers s~o~ld not only meet at souncil
meetings, local campaigns on various is~uas ~hould involve the majority
of the consituent mcnbers with the working p~oplc spearheading the
political campaigns.
b. To intensify our campgigns ~~~ in the procesG we must develop our
Jrganisations while we spread and implant the UDF in all areas where
lO from of activity is taking place •

~
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.• To isolate the racist government fro~ the p~ople by embarking on an
ntensified awareness programme ~imed et not only uncovering the empty
romises of the state, but also et popularising our demands and the
emocratic front, while we neutralise th~ position of reactionaries •
• We need to ex~rciee utmost disciplin~ ~specially now at ~his
oment of unprecedneted violent provocations from certain g~vernm£nt
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protected quarters. We must never allow our detractors and enemies to
have reason to diErupt our work and programmes. Wo have ~ noble task
of mobilising anc organising our people intc a formidable front that
will be able to render the useless plans
of the government's reform unworkable.
e. Lastly, we must be initiaors and not only reactive. We rnunt
constantly study the unfolding political and economic situn~ion so as
to keep abreast with all the low powered tri~k3~ of the oppressive regime.
In conclusion, let us recall the words of Cabral, when he was addressing
the United Nations ~pecial Committee on Territiories under Portugese
Administration, when he declared:
"We reject the idea of begging for freedom because it is
incompatible with the 'ignity and sacred right of our
people to be free and independent.•
Let us therefore reaffirm our steadfast determination irrespective of
he sacrifices :nvolved to worx tieelessly for a free and non•racial
emocratic South Africa.
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DISCUSSION PAPER ON MATTE.RS
RAISED BY UCF EXECUTIVE..
A) ROLE AND FUNCTION OF AREA COMMITTEC FOR NEXT 14 MONTHS.
I) To rec ive

e utar feed-back from affiLiate organisations re: activities
work being undertaken in various areas. This w& h a view to co-ordinating
actiYlties and work for greater effect. Also, to assist organisations with
inadequate resources or personneL.

~ad

2) To Liase with Area Committees from other areas in order to keep abreast with
activities and issues in such areas. This wouLd enabLe our Area Committe to
give support to such activities and issues and to formuLate programmes via
which our Area Committee can activeLy assist in such activities.
3) To constantLy tap affiLiate organisations' views re: direction of UDF centraL
and thus pooL views of affiLiate organisations in this regard. This wouLd
enabLe Area Committees to constantly give input to UDF E•ecutive and CounciC
meetings and thus keep @F centraL in constant touch with views and qctivi ties
~affiLiate organisations.
)
4) To consider possibiLity of drawing in organisations not yet affiliated to UDF;

but progressive in thqwqht and deed. These organisations couLd be invited to
participate aa observers at Area Committee LeveL and thus be encouraged to
affiLiate to the UDF.
5) To faciLitate inter-action between affiLiate organisations as often as
~o.uibLe. Also, to facilitate getting to2,ether of activists from affiLiate
o~qnisations with reguLar freguency.This wouLd enabLe UDF to form more
cohesive front at activist LeveL and thus broaden even more the democratic

struggLe.
6) To generatLyconduct itseLf in a manner that witt maintain and promote the
ideaLs and aspirations of its affiliate organisations and the UDF and, in the
finaL anaLysis, the democratic movement towards freedom in S.A.
8) RESPONSIBILITY OF ORGANISATIONS TO THEIR AREA COMMITTEES.

( ACCOUNTABILITY.

ACCEPTANCE OF AREA COMMITTE£ DECISIONS, DISCIPLINE, ETC.)
1) Representation on Area Committee must not affect the autonomy of affiLiate

organisations.
2) Area Committees shouLd function in a manner that wouLd enabLe represetatives to

consuLt with their individuaL organisations on major issues and get mandates
from their organisations.Thus. Area Committees mechanisim must be such that
J/ affiLiate organisations are given ampLe opportunity to discuss issues fuLLy
before mandating representatives on Area Committee.
3) IndividuaL organisations shouLd aLways abi~e by decisions taken by majority of
affiLiated organisations.
4) Area Committees shouLd not have any discipLanery powers over affiLiated organise
tiona aa it is basicaLly a front of various organisations and not a parent
organisation or anything in that vein. However, individuaL organisations shouLd
aLways refrain from conducting themseLves in a manner that wiLt be detrimentaL
to the front formed by way of the Area Committees.
S),Depending on activities or issue• at the time, individuaL organisations that
intend taking up an issue or activity that encompasses other than ita own
constituency shouLd consider the possibiti~ of that activity or issue being
taken up at Area Committee LeveL instead.
6) Sjnce aLL organisations affiLigted tg UQf hgvr bqaicqll¥ tht same objects and
identify with the same ideoLogy, it wouLd be ex ected that aLL
anisations
wouLd con uc
nemse ves &n a manner that wouLd minimise differanccs qed
disputes and thus engender e•cettent reLationship between individuaL organi satioj
and the Area Committees.
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C) RELATIONSHIP SEn~EEN AREA COMMITTEES AND UDF CENTRAL.
I) Area Committees wilt act as go-between tho individuaL organisations and/
UDF contra L.
2) Tho o.wtont Co which Area Commi ttoos can act indepedentLy of UDF central needs
to be discussed in detail. A suggestion i s : When Area Committees decide to
undertake issues or activities that are not reLated to provinciaL or
national issues, thoro should be no need to Liaso with UDF E.wocutive or
CounciL. Ho!ever, when tackLing a provinciaL or nationaL issue on which UOF
central has not made a stand at tho time, UDF centraL shouLd be consuLted
before finaLising any decision. Where UDF central has aLready made a stand on
any particular issue Area Commit eo
w·thout first consuLtin UDF
ontra
3) ecoss statements should be Left to UQf CtntrgL at this stage.
4) Tho reLationship between Area Committees and UDF central witt probably be
af.fected significantly after re-structuring of UDF in Dectmber or January.
D) REPRESENTATION OF ORGANISATIONS ON AREA

C~MITTEES.

i t has bAn decided that each organisation have two permanent delegates on the
Area Committee with two or more rotating representatives.

l

E) STRUCTURE

(

or

AREA C~M/TTEES.

I) Media C.-mittee.
2) Finance Committee.
3) That some form of e.wecutivo bt eLected, either now or after re-structuring
of UDF. ~his c~ittoe couLd consist of a Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer.

F) FUND-RAISING.
~~~ I) Cake SaLe on /st. December 1914.
2) FoLLowing suggestions:
2.1) PeopLes Concert
2.2) Chriat~a• Carda.
2.3) Disco in warehouse.
2.4) Music Concert.
3) Where possibLe, individuaL o~anisations shouLd alLocate a percentage of
funds coLLected by such organi$ations to tho Area Committees.
4) Area Committees witt attempt to assist UOF central with funds when possible;
and wiLL !!.!!, call upon centraL for funds.
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STATE OF THE SOWETO CIVIC ASSOCIATICN

cr 'f

The period 1979 and 19eo saw great activities by the Soweto
Civic Association resulting in one of the highest levels
of mobilization ever in Soweto. The 1980 rent increase in
particular proviaed enough basis for greater mobilisation
and confrontation with authorities ie. Koornhof and Thebehali.
Virtually thousands of people stayed away from work and marched
on the Soweto Council to confront Koornhof and Thebehali
and to present a pettion to them protest the increase on
11111~-o
rentals ...,not ~ -i-nereaa-ed.-

The Soweto Civic ~ssociation was the talk
Thousands of people took up membership of
positively to all its meetings. The name
Nthato Motlana became a house hold name.
ready to do anything that the SCA through
would ask them to do.

~~

of the Townships.
SCA and responded
of its chairperson
People were just
its chairperson

But after the 1980 rent boycott and the court action that
failed to achieve any results, we saw the SCA loosing more
and more support. Branches became lesser and lesser active
to the extent that many died. Those +hat remained had no
very few experienced
programmes, no skilled people and
people in leadership positions. In time most of them thought
the SCA had completed its circle. They could no longer take
the work of SCA forward. They needed skills, knowledge,
training and, even information and facts about their own
areas ani the people and structures they ~fighting against.
People did not h~ve an understanding of the Civic ~ssociation
·tself.

-2/today many ••••••
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Today many of the branches of SCA have died. Even their committees
can no longer meet. The executive of the SCA -Committe~ n~ Ten
is also in a deep Crisis. There are no proper records,
reports
and meetings do not take place regularly. Clearly the en~re
Soweto Civic Association is in a state of crisis. There exist
an urgent need for these problems to be looked onto. Some amount
of discipline and dedication must be put into the SCA. It is
our task to deepen the understanding of our-people and to develop
their awareness as well as to equip the~ with the necessary tools
to enable them to go forward.
These will include :

4.
5.
6.

~....... U
~lL.Our theory of organis::.tion and. ~e.
How to involve the masses.
Issues around which to organise.
How to develop the awareness of the masses.
The lack of a-ctivist/organisers.
Explanation of a Civic Organisation etcT

2.

OUR THEORY CF CHANGE AND

1.
2.

3.

ORGA.l~ISATION

Some people think that change or freeom can be brought about
by a clique of (small group) persons in leadership positions.
Persons who shout slogans, address public meetings and speak
to the people through newspapers. People who decide for the
masses and''work for the masses~' These people monopolise skills,
knowldge and information. They believe that the masses are
completely ignorant and incapable of producing their own leaders
to lead the struggle.

'"

It is important th~t we do not fall into this trap. The danger
of this approach is that it creates berreaucracy, stifles initiative,
does not allow scope for democratjc processes. It also does
not allow for development of the masses awareness, as it denies
them the OJportunity to participate in their own struggle to
determine their future.
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Our un~erstanding of how change will come about is completely
different from the above. We are convinced that change can only
about through active involvement by the masses. We need to
involve the masses in our programmes for the struggle belongs
to the masses not to us as small groups of activists or so called
leaders. The UDF in its million signature campaign handbook
asserts that it is the people not a few leaders who make history.
If on one
hand two hundred (200) people PO and conf~ont a local
l>
authority about rent increase but do
it in an unorganised
manner - ie. one or two individuals a~-a~time, their voice will
be ignored. But if on the other hand Two hundred (200) people,
organised residents confront local authority on the same issue
their voice is likely to be listened to.
The first group's position demonstrates the uselessness of division,
lack of organisation and the dangers of individualism.
The organized groups prove that Q common interests ,(opposition
to high rents) can only be effectively t~~'Spi~i;lc('into action
when people are united, mobilised and organized to stand by their
-1ights.

AI{.),
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Therefore, when we talk about preparing people for change:L
organised group in this example have experienc~d something very
significant - they realize that as individuals they are powerless
but as an organised body with clear demands, tactics and strategy
they have the power to change their living conditions. It also
indicates to everyone that the burden of changing the conditions
of life does not rest on the shoulders of individuals. It is a
task of an organised group.

3.

HOW DO \'rE INVOLVE TID': ~A.SSES.
We must develop progr~es based on the needs and interests of
the residents at a local levels. and transforms the~ into collect ve
171?~
actions by the people themselves. In this way unity can be built
around concrete issues, real issues that the people themselves see_
affecting them and can actually relate to.
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This will include campaigns around high transport fares,
renatals, electricity,
lack of proper services, high water tarifs,,
r
lack of he~lth facilities, shortages of houses, lack of qualified
teachers, lack of schools and etc. All these must allow maximum
The masses can be involved through street meetings, door to door
work, houses meetings, street representation, area committees, ~
branch sub committees etc.

All these must allow maximum participation by the residents.
This means that decisions must be made through a process of
discussion and consultation with the elected leadership with
residents. It is only by consensus and after much discussion
that any decisions can be made.
4.

HOW DO ?w'E IDENTIFY ISSUES
f

- --...,

We point~d out earliar on that issues must be real and practical.
'·
_J
What does~s means ? It means that the masses not organisers
must determine the issues facing them. Organisers which we see
ourselves as can only speak to the masses about the conditions
of their lives and on the basis of that develop campaigns around
what appear to common to most people. For instance if six (6)
people complain about rentals and ninety (90) complain about
increase on the price of sugar, the increase on the price of
sugar constitutes an issue around which people can be organised
and mobilised. The ~rice of sugar has the potential of uniting
many ~eople in action.

/~

I

There other factors that must be taken into account in determining
issues around which to organize and mobilize. The weakness and
strengths of our organisations, the skills and resources required
will determine what issues can be taken up and when •
There some issues that require great skills and extensive resources.
To take up such issues when their demands in terms of resources
and skills a cannot be met is counter productive. For our
campaigns wont be sustained and those involved in the campaign~
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-5••••• demoralised because
their abilities. Also we
any campaign thct we take
by the masses to take the

they made to do things that are beyond
need to prepare well in advance for
up. We must ensure that is a preparedness
campaign.
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UNITfD DE.NrOCRATIC FRONT
·-----·-------------· _.. ------·
......_..___._

BoRDEH

P.O. Box 7087
East London

5200

The Secretary
United Democratic Front
P.O. Box 10366
Johannesburg 2000
Dear comrade,
Kindly receive the results of the elections carried out during our A.G.M. held in
East London on the 18/11/84. Other documents enclosed herein are: a copy of
the Secreterial report submitted to all delegates to the said A.G.M.; and also an
update on Issues and the situation in this region.
OFFICE - BEARERS FOR 1985:
presidents : S.V. Tshwete ; S. Ngqola.
pubi1c1ty secretary: A. Hendricks.
general secretary : M.A. Stofile.
treasurers: H.K.v. Siwisa ; S. Ndzuta.
organiser: H. Maxegwana.
additional members of the executive: L. Meyers ; Y.M.- Mdyogolo.
The following comrades were further elected to represent the region at N.E.C.
meetings: tHe two secretaries
S. Ngqola
T. Gqweta
L. Meyers
H. Siwisa.
Of the 2f affiliated organisations, only 17 were officially represented at the
A.G.M. This may be attributed to a number of factors. Fi~stly,the four organisations
from Fort Hare were not represented as the university was already through with its
exams. But we still feel that students from the Border region who belong to these
organisations should have been mandated by their comrades to attend the meeting.
This will be sorted out with them next year. The same goes for students from the
Teacher Training College~~ tQe region who were writing exams at the time. This
category robbed us of ~-more organisations at the meeting. Two more organisations
had sent an apology in the morning { they were disappointed by their transport
arrangement at the last moment}. One more organisation could not get to the meeting
since they could not locate the venue until when they sported some delegates after
the meeting. {Their explanation}. This can be attributed to the secrecy we have
been forced to operate under in things like venue here - or else we never get a venue.
There were no apologies or explanation from the other two organisations for their
absence.

UPDATE:
It will be clear from the secreterial report that there is snme numerical growth
as far as our organisations are concerned. This is sa
~~ _ ...
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in places like East London, Kin~ William's Town, Queenstown and Fort Beaufort. This
may be attributed to the enthusiasm of some of__our activists in doing theiru_share
~e st~~gle. Another reason for such growth is repression itself. The masses
of our-peQp e-are standing up to repression and are organising themselves to resist
it more than ever before.
There is some activity - albeit feeble at this stage - at Somerset East too.We hope
to focus more attention on such areas in the near future.
REPRESSION AND ITS'SUBSIDIARIES!:
The bus boycott continues at Mdantsane. It has entered its 2nd year now. Most of the
members of the Committee of Ten (elected to handle the issue} are facing charges •
•Our president, cde Tshwete, is still confined to 'Ciskei'. (Like cde Nqakula was
before him} •
• cdes Nqakula and Sifingo have not been seen for some time already. No -one knows
what has happened to both of them. (Both ex - members of our regional executive} •
• cde N. Mapisa has also not been seen for some time. Her whereabouts and her condition
are also not known to us. (An ex - regional representative to N.E.C.) .
• Many of our comrades are in detention with no charges preferred against them.
(Even as we write this report, some who were delegates to the A.G.M. are in hiding) .
• Ci~kei prepares for its annual 'independence' celebrations. People are responding
negatively in the 'regionals' - scholars and nurses are being forced to make up
for the dwindling numbers at these events •
•Coercion for conscription goes on. So does the militarisation of schools and other
institutions. Our activists are'monitoring' the situation .
• Removals and similar threats are going on at places like Mgwali, Wartberg, Hillside
(at Fort Beaufort), some farms at Breakfastvlei (Alice}, Stokenstroom area, and
Ndende East London). But the people's struggle continues.
LEVEL OF ORGANISATION:
There 1s no doubt that the level of organisation among our people and organisations
has improved in some areas. But there is still a lot to be done to inject the will
to participate in and to develop a broad leadership. Our units (areas} have stepped
up discussions and workshops to meet this demand.
DEFECT! ONS:
We have had none recently. The old problem of the E.L. Youth Congress has not beer1
resolved yet. ( It should be remembered here that membership of this Congress is
in many ways the same people who are members of the local R.M.C. - not our affiliateas well as the National Women's~Associstion. I mention this to warn members of our
N.E.C. and other regions the avoid being used against their comrades by other people
with what seem to be counter - revolutionary tactics. This was N.E.C. resolution in
Bloemfontein this year.)
FINANCES:
Transport continues to consume most of our resources. We have set up a fund - raising
committee. But the future is still bleak. The Border region is a rural and conservative
area. There are virtually no sympathetic 'money- spinners' around here.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR ACTIVISTS:
We desparately need committed lawyers and doctors. We virtually have only one lawyer
and about two doctors here (one is in detention now}. We appeal to the colleagues of
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these people to urge members of the D.L.A and NAMDA in this region to get involved
with people's affairs. We make this point because of the false impression some of
these people create when visiting friends in othe~ regions. The struggle must be
waged at all fronts - even the front of possible qizzlings amongst the ranks of the
•
oppressed.
FUTURE PLANS:
We are organising a rally for the 9/12/84. But the lack of venues is threatening to
wreck that already •
• The 'Black X - mas • is being advertised, discussed and prepared for •
• We are planning for more local workshops and discussions.
We salute all our comrades at the office.
The stru
continues!

secretary
30/11/84.
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UNITED DEMOCRATIC FRONT
BORDER REGION
Annual Secretarial Report
Preamble.
The first year of the existance of UDF in this region has seen a lot of developments
some of which were positive progressive steps and inevitably some negative • It
is however clear that the birth of this massive collection of the various forces
opposed to the unsanctioned rule of the present minority regime has been an
invaluable blessing to the advancement of the cause of libera·tion of our oppressed
masses throughout the country.
We have witnessed a dramatic change in the course of events and the balance of power
between the Qppresser and the oppressed throughout South Africa. Through the UDF
our people have been able to organise mass campaigns that have resulted in the
mobilisation of scores of thousands of our people into active resistance of ,not
only the measures of this regime but also the continuation of their exercise of
power over us without our mandate.
This then places upon the doorsteps-of all involved in the Front especially those
entrusted with leadership at all the various levels to mantain the high levels reached
in the first year as well as build a momentum that will draw nearer the day of our
liberation. To accomplish this we need to embark on a serious exercise of examining
past failures and achievements, test our strategies against our gains and losses,
our
revise areas that have created a weakspot in our act~vities and determine the course
for future action.
This then entails:
* An assesment of the circumstances under which we operate;
* A review of the methods and tactics we employed to advance our cause;
* A critical assesment of the results of all our efforts;
* Set out a course for future action.
Circumstances •
The situation within the ranks of the oppressor at the time of the inception of UDF
have been adequately outlined in the report of the secretariat to the UDF NGC in Port
Elizabeth • All that is of importance here would be to point the various aspects
mentioned there in so far as they apply to our region as well as point those particular
aspects that are perculiar to o~..r..egion__only.
It is a well known fact that repression in this area has always been excessive. At
no given moment do we experience a lull in repressive measures here but there is always
an unever ending invention of new assaults on the freedoms of the people. It comes
as no suryrise then that the launch of this regional structure had to be done under
the circumstances which are now history to us all.
We are here exposed to various structures of repression which exert at differing
times· and to differing degrees ,various pressures intended to stifle the voice of
dissent. However, this has not stopped the quest of the people the realisation of
their vission of a truely democrat\c society in our country. Indeed there can never
be a time or a place where the aspirations of the majority can be suppressed for ever.
To enumarate a few of the obstacles placed in the way of the democratic movement in
this area the following are worth noting:
* Denial of venues for meetings;
* Detention and questioning of activists;
* Banning of meetings;
* Attacks on people involved in campaigns;
* Waylaying of people coming from meetings and confiscation of materials;
* Searches in homes of members and their offices.
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*The ban on all meetings of more than 20 people in the Ciskei.
To sum it up there is no difference here between a banned and not banned organisation.
All activity can be disrupted in whatever manner seen suitable by the maintainers of
the status quo.
On the other hand all support ,physically and ideologically has been afforded those
who stand in the ranks of our opposition. In the course of events it has become very
clear who i~ on whose side. The tendencies of those who claim to be representing the
aspirations of ~oloured and Indian COOIIIl\.lnities have shown a remarkable resemblence of
the tactics of those whom we have always pointed out as their bosses. Their
half-hearted denial of colaboration with the system has been shown to be the lie we
have always known it to be.
The D;mocratic Drive.
Despite all the forces against the efforts of the people in their drive towards
liberation, there has been a consistant perseverence by the toiling masses of our
strife-tom country. This did not escape this region.
We saw our people going through one campaign after the other ,hardly stopping to mourn
or moan. We have witnessed their determination at Mgwali, Mooiplaats, Duncan Village
and other places steadfastly poised against removals. We have seen them at Duncan
Village and Mdantsane fighting coumuter struggles. We were witness to the same
strength shown at the factories in a fight for workers' rights. We have witnessed
the valiant fight in our places of learning for a democratic system of education.
We are not blind to the efforts of residents of Fort Beaufort for civic rights.
Indeed all aspects of life can and do not escape the attention of the democratic
loving masses of our country.
The tide of activity that gripped this area during the period running up to the
August tricameral elections beares witness to this. All these efforts are not invain.
The fruits of some of these can be descerned even now but as in all struggles the true
fruit is the logical conclussion thereof and not only the ground that the oppressor
is compelled to yield from time to time.
Analysis.
A lot has been gained in the time-period covered by this report. We have seen
the UDF-Border grCM from the six organisations that affiliated at its launch in
Grahamstown on the 15th of October 1983 to a staggering 30. This was made posibble in
the initial stages by the recruitment and mobilisation drive that the region engaged
in immediately after its inception. The rest was the result of activities during
the course of the Million Signature Campaign and the anti-election campaign.
In an area which, up untill the time of our campaigns,has had a very apathetic
Coloured and Indian community for some years now , we can safely say the percentage
poll that was realised during the Rajibansi-Hendrickse masquarade is favourably
cc.parable
with the political trend throughout the country. This result is not out
of apathy at all as the attendance by these communities especially the coloured
comrades in people's gatherings has increased out of all thinkable proportions.
In these communities UDF has roused people who had gone to slumber since the
end of the Black-Consciousness era in this region.
In all through our affiliated organisations ,we have inter-action and the
co-operation of no less than 100 000 people.
This is without including the thousands who find themselves in a situ~uon where they
cannot overtly declare their support for the forces of democracy due to the height
of repression in their areas.
The winds of democracy and liberation are indeed sweeping the dusty ,famine-ravished
tracts of land wherever our masses ,sweltering in the heat of oppression, are to be
found.
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One can therefor ask in the light of the above information, what is the level of
success in campaigns of the UDF. Indeed this is no difficult question and a
justifiable one.
We have ,as previously stated ,engaged in several campaigns with differing degrees
of success. The first of these is the recruitment drive and the mobilisation and
organisation of unorganised communities. The recruitment of organisations was a
commendable success. We cannot dwell too much on the belaboured actions of certain
mischievous ,disgruntled individuals , who in their search for power and personal
aggrandizement have deliberately sought to set the masses against the course of
liberation by posing as the reference section of the liberation library. Infact like
the useless encyclopedias they ressemble , with old and inaccurate information
they have been left to rot in the archives of mischief-making and reactionarism while
the people are following the thruths as layed bare by the realities of their
situation.
The millidn signature campaign is one sad fact in the story of our region. Despite all
attempts to achieve the opposite the committee charged with this responsibility
totally negated all the efforts of the various activists in our area-units. It is
a sad fact that there can be no certainty today as to how many people actually
put:_, ~~peir names to be counted as ar~igni.ng_ th~_lY.e.s~~~h. !JDF agaf..~t --~.QCcoiiirioniJ
enemy ·I More than this 'this can have the negative effect of discouraging ......_~
people in future from freely entrusting us their confidence as they might not ~riow
what eventually became of their names.
With the failure of the million signature campaign was also another failure which would
have been the natural by-product of the success of the MSC,the formation of new
structures where these did not exist.
Another failure has been in the area of removals • Despite the setting up of a
committee to see to this aspect there has been no noticeable movement in this area.
This might be due in part to the fact that the two secretaries in the region , who were
also part of the committee are full-time employees and as such some distance from the
main areas where this evil manifests itself. However this cannot be much of a reason
and viable alternatives need to explored.
The women failed totally to meet the challenge posed to them by the fact that this is
their year. Instead of taking up the front ranks they have effectively shrunk into
total oblivion. This is due mostly to the petty devissions that have been sown amongst
them. Now that there are moves to create more unity amongst them we hope this will
mean a unity of purpose and not just unity for the name's sake.
We hope that the wave of disinformation that is going on amongst the youth will not
affect their year as the women's has been affected.
Truelly the gains experienced by this region have been due mostly to the activities
of individuals entrusted with various responsibilities rather than the large committees
that have been formed from time-to-time. This th"en underlies the need to seriously
consider the posibility of a full-time organiser in the region.
There is a great lack of the full application of the democratic processes in this
region. There are very few if any , activities by the affiliated organisations.
This then makes one believe that there is very little feedback done to the masses who
cannot get to be present in certain forums like the RGC. This is a sad state of
affairs indeed as we need the mass-participation of all rather than the contriving of
some geniuses •
The Future.
~Je shall in future have to concentrate on the active strength of the afflljates ad
have the greater stress of activity there. This is even more preferable in view
of the difficulties experienced in securing venues for big regional activities which
have unfornatel~ been the main source of inspiration in the region. Organisations
cannot be allowed to be submerged into the activities of the UDF because of the very
nature of the Front. They need to be clearly visible
with a definate line of
emphasis and action.
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Besides we must at all times maintain the bas~ of the struggle which should at all
times be the masses of our people. The bulk of our activity should for this reason
be borne by them.
In electing our executive we should at all times strive to ensure that the people
elected will be in a position to meet the responsibilities that go with the various
portfolios into which we elect them. People who are already overburden with work
elsewhere ,no matter how good they are will find it impossible to perform as we
expect them to and this is to the detriment of the Front. They can if necessary
be called upon by the executive or RGC to perform certain tasks from time to time.
I hope then that this shall serve as a guide in our deliberations today and as a
reference for the future.
All in all, on behalf of the Executive I wish to thank you all for your co-operation
during the Pa.st year ,whidl has by no means been an easy one • I hope that you shall
give the incoming executive the same ammount of co-operation ,or even more.
The times na.~ call for a very concerted drive and dedication towards our goal. The
forces of oppression are in full awareness of the significance of our united action
and they will not spare anything possible to crush us.
WE MUST BE FOUND 10 BE STROID AND UNITED! !
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0
Some Notes on the Call for
a National Convention

INTRODUCTION
The UDF and its affiJiates have just scored a huge victory. The
apartheid regime put a Jot of time and money into its 'New Deal',
trying to convince South Africa and the world that apartheid was
changing for the better. The huge, nationwide boycotts of the August elections, and the government's reactions (arrests, sjambokking,
tear gas, baton charges) have sent the 'New Deal' into the dust bin
of history.
Faced with this defeat we can expect more moves from the
government. It will strike out with more arrests and bannings on
the one hand· On the other it will come up with many more desperate • 1 ~ew deals', offers of 'peace talks' on certain conditions, etc.
In tht.--~ac. of these zig-zags, we have the duty to make sure we
develop Clearer, long-term political ~nderstanding. We also have a
duty t make sure that the many thousands of people we have
reached in our campaigns also develop a dearer, political understanding.
we need to develop an understanding of how far we stHl have
to go. We need to know what balance of forces is needed before
we can draw up a real peoples' constitution so that, in the words
of the Freedom Charter·, The People Shall Govern.
It is in the light of all this that the discussion of a National
Convention (NC) call has arisen in our ranks. How can we in UOF
and organisations begin to set the political pace? Will we always
7
JUSt be reactmg to the government's new recipes. Or can we begin
Zv) to spell out our~ political demands and preconditiof!.s?
To get a better understanding of these issues it will be useful
to begin with a look at the history of the NC tradition in S.A.
THE HISTORY OF THE CALL FOR A NATIONAL CONVENTION
1908-1909 National Convention
The 1908-' NC was held in Bloemfontein to draw up a constitution for the new state, the Union of South Africa. This NC involved English and Afrikaans speaking whites and the British colonial
power. This. NC completely excluded the black majority of this new
country.
S.A. w~ born, then, on the basis of Britain handing over power
to a small minority of whites, while the majority of our people remilined racially oppressed.
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Within weeks of the plans for the new racist constitution being
released in 1909, a number of small political organisations of Africans came together in a "South African Native Convention". The
idea was to coordinate African protest. It was the first time ever
that Africans began to organise on a national basis.
Out of this Cawention, the ANC emerged three years later. One
of its major aims was to unite all Africans in SA in protest against
the illegitimacy of the new constitution. It was ar&ued that all
South Africans needed to be involved in the drawing up of aconstitution. Unless all South Africans were so involved any constitution
would be illegitimate. Over the years the ANC has demanded that
there should be a new NC, involving all South Africans. This call
has also come under discussion within other democratic organisa
tions from time to tlme. Only such a NC could draw up a legitimate constitution.
The isolation of the white minority regime
At first most of the world did not listen to these views. Even
up to the end of World War 2 (194.5), SA's white racist regime was
treated as a respected member of the international commUPity •.
Later, things began to change. The socialist states grew stronger,
most of Africa and Asia was liberated from colonialism. The democratic forces against apartheid grew more powerful, both inside and
outside SA. Today the apartheid regime is an international embarrassment. '"--~·t.o."repr.e5.en.t...t.be..,.pe,ople..oLSGw.tb..A.f~J._seea
~.,.._-iUesa' claftw; and apartheid is seen as an international crime.
The 1961 call for a National Convention

t7

the demand for a new, democratic, non-racial NC was made''
many times over the years by the people's organisations. This de- ..,
mand became particularly important in )961 when, for the seconcr--"S/ x!
time, a new constitution was drawn up for SA. This was the Nat- :c :l}
ionalist Party's Republic constitution, which once again excluded
~.
the black majority.
~
At this time the ANC and PAC had just been banned. An M-ia
Conference was called in Pietermaritzburg at which the national
liberation movement demanded the immediate calling of a NC. The
NC had to be:
i) sovereign - this means it would have the power to
make any changes it decided upon, and it would
not meet under he shadow of the guns of the racist police and army;
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it was to

be

made up of elected rea:..•••••

with all adult South Africans, black and white,
having the vote.
The All-In Conference warned the government that there would
be a national general strike on 31 May 1961 if the demand for a
NC was not met. On that date SA saw the biggest national stay-athome there had ever been. SA's second racist constitution, the RePublic constitution was deprived of all legitimacy.
Since t 961, various progressive, democratic organisations have
frequently repeated the call for a sovereign NC. This demand has
become a deeply entrenched part of SA •s liberation tradition.
Attempts at right-wing co-option
Because of its importance within our tradition, it is not surprising that opportunits on the right and left have focused attention
on the NC call.
Buthelezl, the PFP and certain imperialists in the US have sometimes tried to co-opt the demand for a NC. What these people want
is not a sovereign, elected NC with non-negotiable preconditions.
They want a get-together of 'leaders' to talk about SA's problems,
while the apartheid army and police remain in place. They want us
to believe that if only Buthelezi, Matanzima, van Zyl Slabbert and
PW Botha (and sometimes they have the audacity to include Mandela
on the list) could get together and understand each other, then SA's
problems would be solved. Needless to say, this approach to the NC
has always been rejected by popular organisations ••
Ultra-left criticism
On the other hand certain ultra-left groupings, threatened by
the popularity of the NC call, and more generally threatened by
the growiag re-emergence of support for the Freedom Charter, have
tried to confuse people about the long tradition in calling for a
people's NC. They have said that a NC would be a bourgeois sellout. QltQ[tuQahly, •ma"' siP\ect•e democrars "'Wit'trirr·"the ranhs1i
the UDii ba"e aUeme-' tliemsd..es 'tb" be eoufmet!l-by'-the• ttfoeraufeft
posjtjgn. We will Jgok- ma&e at tN& 'fKal.llem be&aw.. NC and the I 984 Constitution
In the past few months now that a third constitution is being
put into practice, there has been discussion of the NC call within
the ranks of the UDF. While there is no commonly agreed, official
position, those arguing for a NC call see it as being:
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non-racial adult
franchise:
H) sovereign - ie, having the power to put into practice the
constitution it draws up;
iii) Rublic; -. ie, its meeti~gs mu~t be open to public observation, 1t IS not a meetmg behmd closed doors.
There are also several NON-NEGOTIABLE PRECONDITIONS that
would 'have to be met for such a NC to occur:
i) elected on the basis

i) The suspension and demobilisation of the police and army;
i i) The unbanning of political organisations;
Hi) The freeing of all political prisoners, the unbanning of all
those banned, the unconditional return of all those in
exile. All of these people should be free to participate in
the proceedings of the NC, and also in the preparation
for such a NC;
iv) The immediate suspension of all racist and unjust laws
(like the pass laws, Group Areas, the Land Act, etc). The
attempted revivial of these laws will be made a punishable crime;
v) The suspension of the current racist constitution, and the
dissolution of the bantustans.

SOME QUESTIONS
The debate around the NC call has given rise to many questions.
Here we attempt to answer some of these questions.
Wouldn't it be better to call for somethin else?
orne peop e argue t at, since Buthe ezi and the PFP have also
called for a NC, we should make a different call.
It is true that we should not necessaraJy get stuck wnn a particular word, but at the same time we shouldn't just abandon our own
traditions. The fact that the bourgeoisie talks about 'freedom' doesnot mean that we must now find another wnrd. Opportunists will
always try to co-opt popular slogans. If tomorrow the broad national liberation movement were to popularise the call for a 'Constituent Assembly' we could be sure that the Buthelezis would soon be
making the call too.
We shouldn't get involved in a simple game of words, trying desperately to stay one step ahead of those who try to co-opt and
water down our traditions. That is the approach of small, insignificant groupings whose 'revolutionary' activity consists in dreaming
up fresh slogans, always 'one better' than anyone else.
If other elements also call for a NC we should use the opportunity to educate the broad masses about what exactly we mean by a
NC. We don't need to be so insecure about our own strength. To
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.:1Ke a relatea example, there JS a I~ wnnm me nauotl liberation movement of calling for 'One Person, One Vote'. Re..ntly the Nationalist Party has said it is trying to do just that -ve everyone a vote. Rather than changing our demand, we have
.!en able to argue very successfully that a vote for an ethnic par'iment, for a bantustan government, for a community council is
orthless. Rather than abandoning our demand, we have used the
tate's initiatives on this front to Eoli~c:_i~~ the broad masses. We
1ve shown them the difference between our demand, and the
.>Vernment's policy which might sound ilie"same.
ut isn't the call fot a NC a bour eois demand?
he call for a
is no more the property of the bourgeosie
tan the word 'freedom'. It all depends what content we give it.
ar from being bourgeois, the content given to the NC (by proorganizations) particularly the non-negotiable precondions, are very far-reaching. The dissolution of the armed forces
,d the suspension of uniust Jaws would deal a heavy blow to
1e bourgeoisie in SA.
~essive

he fact that the words "NC" have been used by others is not a
.)ecific problem of this calf. The same highjacking can occur
ith any set of words. Those who imagine, for instance, that the
all for a Constituent Assembly is in itself more revolutionary
\an the caJJ for an NC should note that the reactionary bandits
, Mozambique, the MNR, are calling for a Constituent Assemblv
, that country. No set of words in themselves is waterproof. We
lould look to the traditionSOTOur own strulJgle, and seek to
-evelop these, educating and politicising our people around them •
.'ell in that case, isn't the call for a Con ress of the Peo le a
etter emand t an the call for a C.
~ is true that the Congress of the People, like the NC call, is
·art of our national liberation tradition. (This is not the case
ith the call for a Constituent Assembly, which means nothing
.J our people.)
he Congress of the People has sometimes been seen as a kind
f NC. Certainly the 19 .5.5 Kliptown Congress of the People was

:1e most democratic gathering there has' ever been in SA.
ut the Congress of the People occupies a different role within
ur tradition. The Kliptown Co:1gress of the People was not a
.>VI!reign convention. It met, bravely, under the shadow of the
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apartheid pollee. In fact, the police invaded the congress and put
an early end to the gathering. The Congress of the People did
not draw up a new constitution, it didn't have the power, and
that was •never seen as its purpose. The Congress of the People
produced the Freedom Charter, an 'historic document of our
peoples' demands for a free SA.
Why do we need a NC if we already have a programme, the

,-....,

Freedo~ Chart·~r?

I

c

The task of a NC would not be to draw up a programme, but to ;
draw up a constitution for a non-racial democratic SA. The Freewr'
/ /J!:
Freedom Chart•~r calls for the peopl•! to govern. A NC would be
part of the mechanism for transferring power to the people, and
/~
entrenching that power in the spirit of the Freedom Charter.
/,f-.
Wouldn't a NC be another Lancast•~r House?
The question ref•!rs to the Lancaster House talks which ilivolved
Britain and the nrious parties in Zimbabwe. many people feel
that the settlement arrived at in these talks betrayed lhe
struggle in Zimbabwe. It led to a situation where a black petty
bourgeoisie took over the government from the white regime,
leaving the majoritt of the people, workers and peasants still
powerless.
The Lancaster House talks involved the leadership of all parties
in Zimbabwe, including insignificant groupings like those associated with Muzerewa. The balance of forces was completely unfair.
On the one side Britain, Rhodesia's Ian Smith and Muzorwa all
combined against the ZAPU-ZANU Patriotis Front delegati-ln. When
When it came to elections later Muzorewa could only get a tiny
number of votes. The delegates to the Lancaster House tall<s,
therefore, bear no resemblance to tht! kind of NC that is being
demanded here.
Does the NC im·olve a '4 Nations' approach?
In the first place we should note that within the broad national
movement in SA has sometimes been ritferred to as being made
up of '4 national groups'- Africans, Coloureds, Indians and whites.
But no one has ever spoken of 4 seperate nations. The so-called
4 nations thesis is the figment of certain troublemakers' vivid
i mag ina tions.
Nevertheless, it is true that the elections for a NC sometimes
has been portrayed as being by 'national group', with each group
being represented proportionately according to its relative size.
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However, this has not been the only way ~NC has
been seen. In particular, the 1961 All-in Conference called for an
open, unqualified adult franchise for the NC.
Would lhe NC cail be a cam~aign?
While this SfiouJEI not "'6e rule out for all time, it seems that this
is very unlikely in the present. The call for a NC, with all its
non-negotiable preconditions could rather be used t•l infurm politically all our other Ccimpaigns. Our campaign against the structures of the new constitution can, for instance, involve outlining
the mechanism for drawing up a legitimat•~ constitution. Likewise
our campaign for the release of our leaders and aU political
prisoners can be informed with the wider perspective of the preconditions for a NC.
Would a NC be a kind of parliament?
No. The NC is a temporary gathering designed to draw up a truly
democratic constitution. Once this task is cumpleted, it would
dissolve.
Given the preconditions demanded, why bother with a NC?
This question is based on the misconception that the NC is desis~:~ed u a r:e' •nd table..Jlego.t.ia.icm..w.i~-.tbe.. .pr.eMAt-~ •
aft-' r~o~UAS elasi86. If. ~e peliee anel ar~e..-to..lle.demobiJized
dleA a very Ciliffe~At ii.tl.la&ieA will ha¥e -t-9-be-.pcesenL.ill...SA."ln
these circumstances the NC wiJJ bve the gathering at which the
constitutional forrn--tn which the pe.&ple are -to- goverrr·'W'tH--.eewm:he~ -ettt-1+-is •10 t a slt-(lrswrt""W't?rthe ..P..W.-Bethas -aiKL.
Gppenhetmers. -

**** lt***************************** X·******* lt***·lt*****
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Internal Colonialism
- a faded concept.
Progressives in South Africa have for many years debated about
how best to explain the nature of oppression. We all know that
there is political oppression and economic exploitation in
south Africa. The question is how they fit together in our unique situation. This is not an academic question only, because
different answers suggest different methods of struggle for a
free society.
In the last issue of Social Review, the article 'National
Democratic Struggle - a struggle against internal colonialism•
expresses one view of the nature of oppression in South Africa.
The article said that the nature of oppression in South Africa
!. ~ Ocould
be explained as a peculiar type of colonialism called
'internal colonialism• or •colonialism of a special type'.
(
Let us sumnarise their argument.
The conflict in South
Africa is caused by the fact that it was colonised.
Whites
'Cl. were the colonisers and blacks were colonised. As a result,
II national oppression exists in this country today. Whites are
7 still the colonisers and blacks are the colonised nation.
'Colonialism• usually exists as a relationship between two
separate countries. People of one country conquer the people
of the other.
The conquered people lose their independence.
They remain controlled and oppressed by the conquerors.
Colonialism means that the people of one country are ruled by the
rulers of another country.
The people with the internal colonialism approach argue
that a certain type of colonialism can exist within one country
(not between separate countries).
They say that in South
Africa the whites are the colonisers (the colonial bloc) and
blacks are the colonised bloc ( 'bloc• means group).
In other
words, blacks are oppressed as a nation by the white nation.
They argue, therefore, that the central struggle in South
Africa is the black struggle for • national liberation • (like
the anti-colonial struggle in Africa). The aim of the struggle
is national independence of the black people;-8nd for democracy.
The strategy of the struggle is to build a national unity of
all classes of the (black) nation. The ideology of the struggle
is African nationalism.
We argue in this article that internal colonialism, at

/\o
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t, presents a partial picture of the south African struggle.
worst it i l misleading and the strategic conclusions are
11 ty.
The south African situation is more complex than the
::ernal colonialism UC) approach suggests.
The lC approach
:es two basic mistakes.
Firstly it looks at South Africa's
>t but not at how the situation developed and haw it stands
lay-.- secondlY it misunderstands the nature of colonialism
i therefore wrongly applies the concept of colonialism to
Jth Africa.

v colonialiu in Africa?
In spite of the fact that colonialism is a central concept
their approach, IC supporters do not discuss the meaning and
ture of colonialism. Why did colonialism happen? The colosation of Africa cannot be explained without understanding
e motives behind colonisation.
Historical evidence shows
ry clearly that basic economic considerations lay behind the
Ionisation of Africa.
By the late 19th century, capitalism was quite well deveped in the •ajor Western countries, particularly Britain,
ance, the a.ited States of America and Germany.
Many large
ctories had been built. However, there was an economic deession starting in the late 1 B70s which continued for many
ars.
Capitalists were worried because their profits were
tting smaller. They searched around for ways of increasing
ofits.
When trade began with Africa, capitalists in Europe realised
at Africa aight have great economic value to them.
Africa
uld provide some cheap raw materials like cotton and palm oil
or soap and lubricating oil) - products produced by superplaited Africans.
In addition, some products made in Europe
uld be solei t_o Africans at high prices. A well-known example
mass-p~d cotton cloth which was sold widely in Africa.
The act of capitalists exploiting the people ef another
·untry in order to increase their profits is called imperialism.
was this ~onomic motive that was behind the interests of
.e capitali5t' of Europe in Africa.
Because of the depression, and for other reasons, competion among t!-. capitalists in Western Europe increased in the
:7os and 18101.
Seven countries - France, Britain, Belgium,
.aly, GE.rmca)'~ Portugal and Spain - all seized colonies in
'rica to pn~t.ect the economic interests of their capitalists.
:rica was car~ed up to be shared as colonies by the European
\Untries. Jlr'itain and France got the biggest shares.
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First, with their superior military power, the European
colonisers conquered the African people in different parts of
the continent.
Once conquest was completed, governers were
sent to control the colonies on behalf of the conquerers.
In
some cases, European settlers were sent to run mines, farms or
trading companies, or to work in the colonial administration.
As colonies, nations were politically controlled by the
colonising power, based in another country.
The colonised
people had no say in the running of their land.
Political and
economic decisions were made by the colonial rulers.
Decolonisation in Africa
Africa remained colonised for about 80 years.
Between
1957 and 1969 most of the colonies in Africa were granted independence. Some were already independent by 1957 (Ethiopia and
South Africa). Others, such as Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Namibia
were still to be liberated by 1969.
But the central question
remains.
Why did European colonisers return most of Africa to
political independence? One reason is that political independence did not mean economic independence, and even if African
countries were free they would still be dependent.
Therefore
they could still be exploited.
But the reasons for decolonisation are complex.
Firstly,
there was pressure from Africa nationalists demanding their
freedom.
This pressure increased after World War 2, and in a
few cases the struggle against colonialism led to violent
clashes.
In one or two countries armed national liberation
struggles occured.
This was also happening in the Far East in
Vietnam and Malaysia.
Although armed struggle did not take
place in most colonies, the colonists feared that it would
eventually happen.
A second reason was the fact that the economic interests
of the European countries in Africa had changed. Most imP.ortant
was the development of the multi-national corporation - companies
like Ford, Shell Nestle and Lonrho.
These huge companies are
powerful not only because they control large amounts of finance
(wealth), but because they control technology (knowledge about
production).
They are powerful enough to operate in foreign
countries without the direct intervention of their home governments (although intervention, through the CIA, for example,
does occur).
The multi-national corporations can exploit
without the protection of direct colonial controls. This is a
new form of imperialism - imperialism without colonies.
For these reasons, and others, such as pressure from the
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iJni ted Nations, it was politically advisable for the colonial
.x>wers to withdraw from Africa.
It was also economically
~ossible because of the changing nature of imperialism.
·tbe Colonial State
The kind of government set up in the colonies during the
colonial period varied, but there were certain common features.
In some colonies there were colonial Governor Generals who
ruled on behalf of the colonial power.
In others there were
Provincial Administrators.
These colonial powers pretended
that the colonies were merely provinces of the colonial country.
What was true in all colonies was that democracy was absent.
The people of the colony had no real say in the running of the
country.
But the dictatorial colonial state could not rule by
repression alone.
This would have been very expensive as
regards the cost of arms and armies. They had to get some collaboration from the colonised people.
That is why they colonial powers made concessions to some
of the more powerful sections of the colonised people.
Some
were pulled into the colonial bureaucracy as chiefs or headmen
(on colonial salaries), teachers or civil servants. TO maintain
their support, the colonial officials had to play a balancing
act between the exploitative desires of the capitalists from
the colonial powers and the demands of the local collaborators.
Most colonial states were also weak because they had a
very small police force and army. The soldiers and police were
mostly local Africans under the control of European officers.
It was a weakly rooted state apparatus.
Its control lay
in another country. Though it acted primarily to further the
economic exploitation of the colonisers, this had to be balanced
by some carefully judged concessions to parts of the local
population.
Inde~ence

struggles
Economic development under colonialism was stunted. There
was very little industrial development or large-scale farming.
Therefore there were very low wage workers.
Even in the more
advanced colonies like Kenya or Ghana, by the time of independence aore than 90\ of the people were still on the land,
mostly as small farmers. The working class was small and weak
and the peasants (small farmers) were not well organised.
ID many of the colonies, nationalist movements began to
develop in opposition to colonialism. Not surprisingly, these
Digitised by the Open scholarship Programme in support of public access to information, University of Pretoria, 2017.
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nationalist movements were led and organised by the educated
Africans - the middle classes.
Of course many peasants and
workers also supported the movements, but they were not part of
the nationalist orgahisations and they did not have a voice in
them.
In countries where the Europeans granted independence
before the struggle was .Yery advanced, the African middle
classes came to power very easily, and the life of the ordinary
people hardly changed at all.
But where the struggle was harder, the middle classes were
forced to look to the workers and peasants for support. There
the nationalist movements incorporated demands for sharing dle
wealth and the land. In many such countries, after independence
was won, the new government gave some benefits to the people.
But many new governments forgot about the people.
'Ihey were
too busy helping the big multi-national companies get high
profits.
'!hey were too busy setting up their own businesses
and getting rich.
In countries like this (for example Kenya and Zimbabwe)
the people still suffer from hunger, unemployment, low wages,
little land and poor living conditions. ~Colonisation has been
defeated, yes; but the people are still exploited by imperialism
in the form of the multi-national companies.
And imperialism
works together - very profitably - with the local African capitalist class which gained power at independence.
In some countries, such as Mozambiq~e or Vietnam, however,
the anti-colonial struggle was very different.
There, the
mobilisation and arganisation of the people went very deep. At
independence, the people truly won power; the land and the f~c
tories came into the hands of the people as a whole, and production was for the benefit of the people, not for local and
foreign capitalists.
In countries like Vietnam, Mozambique and Cuba, the national
liberation movements took up the struggle against imperialism
and capitalism as well as against colonialism; whereas in
countries like Kenya and Zimbabwe, the leaders thought that the
struggle was over when colonialism was defeated.
In our analysis of colonialism we have shown that the
political system of colonialism cannot be understood without
looking at imperialism. We have shown that ending national oppression by gaining political independence is not enodgh;
national independence on its own does not solve the problems of
the people.
But the followers of IC Ire making this very mistake of
looking only at national oppression. This causes two problems.
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Firstly, it leads them to think that the situation of South
Africa is the same as that of the other colonies in Africa.
secondly, their theory draws attention only to the political
system of national oppression, not to capitalism and imperialism.
As a result, their strategy is not designed to liberate South
Africa's people completely.
Is South Africa a colonial society?
The IC approach says that colonialism in South Africa is
different from the usual type of colonialism because it is
internal colonialism.
But IC does not analyse in more detail
the ways that South African colonialism is different.
Nor does
IC tell us in what way the struggle in south Africa may be
different from other anti-colonial struggles.
In fact, IC
stresses the similarity between our struggle and other anticolonial struggles.
But if we look at the hitory of South Africa, we see that
it is very different from other countries in Africa.
south Africa was first colonised 300 years ago.
Over the
first 200 years white settlers slowly arrived and pushed the
inhabitants back, but little happened.
Then, in the 1860s and
1880s, diamonds and gold were discovered.
Capitalism rapidly
developed in the form of mining companies.
south Africa had been a British colony since the early
1800s and many of the big mining companies were British-owned.
Britain had big economic interests in SA, but was politically
weakened by the opposition of the Boers who ruled the Transvaal.
But in the Anglo-Boer War, the Boers were defeated and Britain
set tiP a modern capitalist state that could serve the needs of
the ll!i.nes.
Local settler forces were strong in South Africa and made
British control from the outside difficult.
Britain granted
independence to South Africa in 191 0, when it accepted that
local whites could be relied on to run the country in the interests of the mines. South Africa was no longer a colony.
However, national oppression remained for the African
people in South Africa.
Only a few members of the African
elite had the vote in the Cape. Others had nothing.
After union in 191 0, the British could not really prevent
the emergence of a local capitalist class in South Africa
amongst the whites. By 1948 it was clear that the national capitalist class. had developed and consolidated its economic and
political power. This class was mainly involved in farming and
manufacturing, but increasingly in mining as well. This capitali8t class operated with the (sometimes unwilling) co-operation
Digitised by the Open scholarship Programme in support of public access to information, University of Pretoria, 2017.
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of imperialism.
'Itle oppression of black south Africans continued.
Up to
1910 this had been colonial oppression. Since 1910 the nature
of oppression has changed. Africans are oppressed by an alliance
of white capitalists and middle classes, supported by large
sections of the white working class.
'Itlis oppression was no
longer colonial oppression, but oppression in the interests of
south African (white-dominated) capitalism.
Since 1948, national oppression has taken the form of
apartheid.
Central features of apartheid - the pass laws were designed to control the black working class.
But at the
same time as the SA government attempts to exclude Africans politically, it has drawn them in in ever greater numbers as workers, into the heart of the SA economy. The economic and political heart of SA society now lies in the cities. It is here
that the power of the oppressed nation lies.
So, if we look closely at South African society, we see
that it is very different indeed from classical colonialism.
Firstly, the South African state is firmly based on a
ruling class inside South Africa. This state has been politically independent from Britain since 1910. The state is supported
by large and powerful classes in South Africa. The police and
army are recruited from the citizens of South Africa, fighting
for 'their own country•, not fighting in some distant colony.
Secondly, capitalism in South Africa is far more highl>·
developed than in other colonial countries:
there is a huge
locally controlled mining industry; a powerful and sophisticated
manufacturing sector; and a highly developed capitalist farming
sector. The South African state has developed into a large and
complex capitalist state in order to regulate all of these
spheres of production, and in order to control the working
class.
'Itlirdly, because of the high level of capitalist developmentt
in South Africa, there is a large working class with .a long
history of struggle and organisation.
It is a working class
far larger than that in any colony in Africa. In all the African colonies that became independent in the 1950s and 1960s,
the working class was a tiny minority - less than 1 0\ of the
population in most. In South Africa the working class is the
largest single class. 'Itlis has great strategic importance.
Indeed, the South African class structure is generally
quite different from that in colonial societies. If South Africa is a colonial situation, it is undoubtedly colonialism of
a very special type; so special that the term •colonial' ceases
to have much meaning.
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""hat doe$ IC explain?
The IC approach tells us about the past.
It describes the
act of conquest of blacks by whites, and of black resistance.
his history has marked our society and • shaped the forms of
;truggle.
IC draws attention to the depth of nationalist
~·eelingJ why people see the struggle in terms of national libe:·ation.
Nationalism is a central mobilising force in our
:.ociety.
But the IC approach does no more than this. Most importantly, it cannot really explain the particular nature of South Afcican society now.
What can IC say about bantustan leaders,
the Labour Party, rich black businessmen and community councillors? IC talks about sell-outs - all of these people?
Why?
tofuat do these people have in common? The IC approach is unable
to explain who are the friends and enemies of the people.
What doss the IC approach say about who can be expected to
support the struggle for full liberation and who will stop
short? It tells us nothing.
It talks about the black working
class as the •most consistent and dependent class • in the
struggle •against colonialism•, but it does not say why.
It
also does not say why other classes might be less dependable,
as it suggests.
What can the IC approach tell us about the struggles of
the workers against the bosses? The struggles of the students
in the schools? Community struggles against high rents?
And
i f the IC cannot tell us about these things, how can it link
them together, except in a superficial way? It does not explain
the relationehip between these struggles in the struggle for
national liberation.
What kind of struggle is our struggle?
The history of colonialism in south Africa has resulted in
the national oppression of South Africa's African, coloured and
Indian people. Clearly this national oppression still exists.
The oppressed people see their absolute lack of political power
as the cause of all their other problems. As a result, national
oppression ie the major target of people's political anger.
This means that ours is a struggle fOr national liberation.
Our understanding of colonialism has shown ~~iaRal·~p•eee
!Qii 1 eaal ted""fi em 4she sJeualep::wiit':~ e!J!ftif!I"Iffit"lr§•"tfi!f'l!f l&lhma
::f?!!!H• !•;a ;:.w-;~:m- S'OUtli'ATrt·coea·r~ aatbaal .•,.,~•••on has c h a n g e n
~"- Capi:4!ah&llt hae 1Ml•R4!amw•
lr&~IRU..-RQQU!.~!_.o!!,.Lll..,£9..YJ,g.-_a.!iap.t_and..f.ind..JHI.W~.t(~...to.-~
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~·Therefore

it is not enough to say we are simply fighting
national oppression.
If we want to solve the problems of the
people - oppression, exploitation, unemployment, poverty - then
we haYe , . eunrrmn: bottr..eepi t.al i em ADI1 imperialism as well.
This applies particular]]i to ~a.. Cllld&tidh or the &tabu
We rd• eu.Uer t!hat the ctf.lbh1a1" at&te :h a feua el c•p# tel# ct.
Mah
wad tfi&E 'Eli& !letrttr-llft teen •••~ tW'il" rnenr ~!:) w a
];Qiiii•u:il 11• .. t-.il r811i41aUe' e41aho
We cannot bring about deep transf~rmation simply by giving
everyone a voice in this state, that is by doing away with
national oppression.
ene JSereeR one vote a:a<1 ltlack hcea-tn-11
eapitelietr rtiatte ean jaeb ~i:';;a ~ • aeu clare ef oppteaeeta ega.i n,

...lol8a

need, .J.oo!r. ,.ao fw•ther,

~-

4ihlbebwe :fw """11lf"'lnnll'!lpbr"ef

~

If we want real change is South Africa, we need a new kind
of state - a state that gives real power to the people to
change their lives, a state that serves the intereste of the
workers and their allies, rather than the imperialiete and capitalists. And we need an idea and practice of politics that
spreads right through the whole of society, rather than looking
only at parliament and the vote.
In other words, we need to deepen the struggle for national
liberation and take it f • tlherJ ftr tbat +t· •beeen:ae • ~e'-'1~ a
fer &BIIIIhta tranafdLmat!ieR
ei'"eodety. such a struggle
can be based only on the large and strategically powerful class
located in the heart of capitalist society - the working class.
IC tells us nothing about this, or how to go about achieving
it.

•··•Y..

1

l:t follows f'roaa the above argument that the correct poli tical strategy is to 8Klbilise • the nation • in a broad strugqle
f'or national liberation, wile placing special eqilasis on
developing within the nation the forces for complete social
transformation - which is to say, U\e tuorldng"' clai8 "llftd ita
close allies·,tihe .aemple)sdr ~. ~-.tlh,~e e~<1eR'•• the~
peaea:ats). We can point to three areas of work:
1 • Organisation. It is very important to build grassroo~s
organisations in the canmunities and factories.
It is these
organisations that build the power of the working people.
It
is in these organisations that democracy (that is control by
the people) develops, and it is through them that working class
leaders emerge. The grassroots orqaniaationa take the struggle
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Concluaioa
We have show that there are many important matters on
omich IC ia unable to give us any guidance, and that is it
therefore unable to show ua the way forward.
We have argued that a proper understanding of imperialism
and capitalism shows that, if our struggle is really to solve
the needs of the people,
)
our aim must be for national liberation which transforms
societ;Y top to bottom1
)
our strategy must be to build working class organisation,
consciousness and leadership within a broad class alliance;
)
our ideology must be transformed so that it becanes, in
fact, •-..oaiaiiii't !tn!MocJr embracing all the national
aspiration• and culture of our people.
'
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NATIONAL

CONVENTION

1'
~'Ct9
Let us begin by placing the issue for a national convention in a historical context.
I NTROOUCTI ON

In !908 - 1909 a National Convention was held to draw up a constitution for South
Africa. This National Convention came up with a constitution for the Union of South
Africa. But this National Convention was a racist gathering - the oppressed and
exploited were excluded and took no part in it. As a result 1912 saw the formation
of the African National Congress whose aim was to fight for a democratic South
Africa.
Almost 50 years later the white Labour Party introduced a motion in the Home of
Assembly; calling for a National Convention "of all sections of the conmunity to
consider the establishment and maintenance of a democratic society." Liberal Party
members supported the motion. The United Party's response was that the idea of a
National Convention was impracticable; Verwoerds response was that it was "positively
dangerous".
The next time the National Convention comes up as an issue is in 1961 with the move
to draw up a new constitution declaring Soutn Africa. a Republic.
At the All in African Conference held in Pietermaritzburg on 25}26 March to strategise
opposition to the Republic, a resolution was adopted to call for a National Convention
A National Action Council was formed with Mandela as chief organiser. His mandate was
to campaign for a National Convention and if this was ignored to make plans for a
strike and campaign of non-coperation.
The National Convention was to be summoned before May 31, 1961.-It was to be attended
by elected representatives of all adult men and women on an equal basis irrespective
of race, colour or creed, and was to have full powers to determine a new constitution
for South Africa.
As part of the campaign to summon a National Convention Mandela wrote to the United
Party. He stated that if the U.P. was for a democratic and peaceful solution to the
conflict in South Africa, then it was their duty to 'back the call for a National
Convention. He stressed that although the call for a National Convention raises certair
questions such as (I) What shall be the basis of representation at the Convention
and (2) How shall the representatives be elected, those were not the most important iss
at that point. What \'las important \-Jas whether the U.P. was for or against a National
Convention.
The situation today
Now in 1984 we are once again faced with a new constitution which is going to affect
us the oppressed and exploited in a thousand adverse ways, which is going to strengthen
Apartheid.We were not consulted and took no part in drawing up this constitution. For
this reason the whole concept of a National Convention has once again become important
to consider, discuss and work through.
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Now in the past various organisations and individuals (including Buthelezi, PFP and
TUCSA) have called for a National Convention. but with very wierd and watered-down
pre- conditions. What we need to do is look at how the democratic movement in the
l950's and 1960's conceived of the National Convention.
The first point that the democratic movement makes is that calls for National
Conventions by opportunists and liberals are simply for the purpose of devising new
ways and means of continuing racial oppression and class exploixation. The democratic
movement can have no truck with such calls.
Rather when the democratic movement has made calls for a Nationai Convention representative of all the people it has done so because in South Africa a white minority
llegaruy ~onopolises state power to perpetuate and defend apartheid.
The function of a National Convention would be to discuss and draw up a truly democratic constitution in which political and economic power \'iOUld be vested in the
hands of all the people.
More concretely two things characterize a National' Convention:
(I) The National Convention would have to be given sovereign and unlimited authority
to change South African society in all its aspects.
(2) The National Convention would be attended by the elected representatives of the
people.
Beyond this to ensure that the National Convention is genuinely sovereign and democratic there are 5 pre-conditions that have to be met:(1} The present racist constitution has to be suspended.
{2) All the people's organisations have to be unbanned; all political exiles have
to be allowed to return immediately and unconditionally; all political prisoners
banned, banished and restricted patriots have to be released. In addition all
the people's leaders must fully participate in the preparation for and actual
work of the National Convention.
(3) There has to be an immediate, complete and unconditional compliance with the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
(4) There must be an immediate repeal of the Land Act, the Urban Areas Act and in
addition all repressive legislation (the Internal Security Act, security legislation and proclamations in the Bantustans) must also be repealed.
(5) The police and army must be disarmed and they must also be disbanded.
This then presents ~s with a picture of what characterizes a National Convention
and what the pre-conditions are before a democratic National Convention can be
convened.
Before concluding I think that one final point is important: that is that the democratic movement stresses that only when our liberation struggle seriously threatens
the Apartheid regime will it be prepared to set into motion the convocation of a
111101414'-:tett~on. Ul.:is means that the libexa-t:i-on struggle~ to be strongly
i ntelf!'ffiad: bi·fore a Nat i ana 1 CQfl:tenti-on can become a rea 1i ty.
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(I)
(2)

Can the call for a National Convention advance our work here and now?
If yes how can we popularise this demand, making it meaningful to ordinary
...
people !
How do we defend the National Convention demand from attacks by anti-UDF
tendendies ?

(3)

NB.

A longer paper looking in more detail at National Convention and
also at the whole question of Constituents Assembly is available
on request.

The paper is!

fifteen pages long.
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AND AFTER

~~(_ ld.,t> ,,

r Chairman, Ladies and gentlemen, fellow compatriots and countryen. Our presence here this afternoon should not be viewed as
erely a gathering of remembrance. This meeting should be regarded
as a token of resistance against an inhuman system of a government
guilty of the most callous and barbaric atrocities ever levelled
against a people. People often talk of Nazism and Fascism as if
they are mere memories in the shameful pages of history, hopeful
that mankind will forever be vigilant NEVER to relive those moments.
But for us who live in South Africa today, •.Eas.c.ism a~:~d ~w~&r.are
welland a+~i-A Pl"etet-4,.. Their fervour brought us June 16, 1976.
~heir consistant weight weighs heavy in the lives of the oppressed
and exploited masses of our people. In this regard, it becomes imperative that today, eight years from that fateful day of June 16,
1976, we must not be content with mere remembrances. We must take
full stock not only of the causes of such brutal killings, but also
command a fundamental understanding of the social forces, the national and international interconnections that characterises the
social fabric of the day.

E

The random killings of June 16 and subsequent events were outcomes
of the government•s 1974 decision, announced by the Southern Transvaal Director of the then Bantu Education, WC Ackerman who announced that English and Afrikaans were to assume a 50-50 basis in
Junior Secondary Schools. This was an announcement and as usual,laid
no basis for discussion. We know now various deputations and discussions between students and principals were in vain, leaving the
students with no option but to register their messages through a
peaceful protest march. And we know today that the repressive agents
of the state replied with the usual ever present nernom of brutality.
The problems of education in this country, which started a long time
ago were to culminate in that manner.
Bantu education as a sham system of education was not conjured up by
its architects simply because the people who were to become its
victims were Black by colour.It found its basis in the very economic
structure that held the social fabric then. Afeter the military conquest of our forefathers the oppressor realized that until he could
inculcate a pseudo culture that would finally obliterate any sense
of self respect and dignity, even his miltary might was not enough
to consistently keep thevanquished in a position of perpetual servitude. With the 11 discovery 11 of more arable land, diamonds and later
gold there was a perpetual hunger for more labour, vast unskilled
labour resources that require no high education necessitated a system of an inferior education was to be dished out at tribal and racially segregated institutions. With residential area separated on the
basis of ethnicity, and economic power in the hands of few while
political power was the domain of a White minority, the picture of
racial capitalism was complete. The architects of this diabolic system thought that the future was secure in their hands. It was until
June 1976 when the youth in the country exploded with a resounding
note that the falacies of Apartheid and racial capitalism shook to
the core.
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LESSONS OF THE PAST
In our plans for the future, we are often compelled to look back
at the past and without emotions subject ourselves to critism,
so that we may eliminate chance and error. Often people look at
the campaign against Bantu Education as if its history started in
1976. Little do we recall that the campaign has a tradition that
dates back even to the early SO's. Often when we look at student
political activity, our point of departure is 1968, forgetting the
earlier student organisations whose members politically graduated
into youth leaguers and Robben Islanders. Barely a decade from now,
we shall also have forgotten that today's victims of the Pretoria
hangman are the same school uniformed young men of 1976. Those young
men were missed by the notorious stray bullets in '76, only to go
down as stalwarts and heroes of their people in 1984. So that what
we see is the same continuity of the changing phases of struggle.
One of the lessons to learn from the bitter experiences of June '76
are that, students cannot go it alone to emancipation. When the
studenta appealed to their working parents to stay at home in '76,
'77 and '80, it was an early recognition of an important fact that
student movement must seek links with other permanent classes and
organization in the community
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1976 AND AFTER
Mr Chairman, Ladies and gentlemen, fellow compatriots and countrymen. Our presence here this afternoon should not be viewed as
merely a gathering of remembrance. This meeting should be regarded
as a token of resistance against an inhuman system of a government
guilty of the most callous and barbaric atrocities ever levelled
against a people. People often talk of Nazism and Fascism as if
they are mere memories in the shameful pages of history, hopeful
that mankind will forever be vigilant NEVER to relive those moments.
But for us who live in South Africa today, Fascism and Nazism are
well and a 1i ve in Pre tori a. Their fervour brought us June 16, 1976.
Their consistant weight weighs heavy in the lives of the oppressed
and exploited masses of our people. In this regard, it becomes imperative that today, eight years from that fateful day of June 16,
1976, we must not be content with mere remembrances. We must take
full stock not only of the causes of such brutal killings, but also
command a fundamental understanding of the social forces, the national and international interconnections that characterises the
social fabric of the day.
The random killings of June 16 and subsequent events were outcomes
of the government's 1974 decision, announced by the Southern Transvaal Director of the then Bantu Education, WC Ackerman who announced that English and Afrikaans were to assume a 50-50 basis in
Junior Secondary Schools •.This was an announcement and as usual,laid
no basis for discussion. We know now various deputations and discussions between students and principals were in vain, leaving the
students with no option but to register their messages through a
peaceful protest march. And we know today that the repressive agents
of the state replied with the usual ever present nernom of brutality.
The problems of education in this country, which started a long time
ago were to culminate in that manner.
Bantu education as a sham system of education was not conjured up by
its architects simply because the people who were to become its
victims were -Black by colour.It found~its basis in the very economic
structure that held the social fabric then. Afeter the militar.Y_c~m
quest of our forefathers the oppressor realized that until he could
inculcate a pseudo culture that would finally obliterate any sense
of self respect and dignity, even his miltary might was not enough
to consistently keep thevanquished in position of perpetual servitude. With the" 11 discovery" of more .arable land, diamonds and later
gold.there was a perpetual hunger for more labour, vast unskilled
labour resources that require no hig~ education necessitated a system of an inferior education was to be dished out at tribal and racially segregated institutions. With residential area separated on the
basis of ethnicity, and economic power in the hands of few while
political power was the domain of a White minority, the picture of
racial capitalism was complete. The architects of this diabolic system thought that the future was secure in their hands. It was until
June 1976 when the youth in the country exploded with a resounding
note that the falacies of Apartheid and racial capitalism shook to
the core.

a
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LESSONS OF THE PAST
In our plans for the future, we are often compelled to look back
at the past and without emotions subject ourselves to critism,
so that we may eliminate chance and error. Often people look at
the campaign against Bantu Education as if its history started in
1976. Little do we recall that the campaign has a tra9ition that
dates back even to the early SO's. Often when we look at student
political activity, our point of departure is 1968, forgetting the
earlier student organisations whose members politically graduated
into youth leaguers and Robben Islanders. Barely a decade from now,
we shall also have forgotten that today•s victims of the Pretoria
hangman are the same school uniformed young men of 1976. Those young
men were missed by the notorious stray bullets in '76, only to go
down as stalwarts and heroes of their people in 1984. So that what
we see is the same continuity of the changing phases of struggle.
One of the lessons to learn from the bitter experiences of June '76
are that, students cannot go it alone to emancipation. When the
studenta appealed to their working parents to stay at home in '76,
'77 and '80, it was an early recognition of an important fact that
student movement must seek links with other permanent classes and
organization in the community
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I'UDLICITY Ai'fD THI:: UDP

}ublici\J means makin& public.

It means that knowled&e ia made

known to a wider aroup ot people than those alreadJ in
Central to publicitJ 1a ••die, bJ

~•hich

t~

know.

is meant newapapera, leaf-

leta, newalettere, atickers, bannere, poahra 1

. _ . _ _..

public

4emonat.rat.iona,. .,_. placarlia,- fl•l•• and aone.s.
led.ia in our eountey can be ciivided into two
aide and those aaainat..
radio~

08111pa&

thoae on our

On the oppoain& aide we have the state

and tv, the COEmercial newapapera, the advertisement leaflets

that. tr,y to rip oft our pockets, ananymoua smear p81Dphleta like
those put out to confuse ua

abo~\

t.he UDP launch, and the leaf-

leta and newalett.era put out. bJ aell-out.a, reactionaries, racists,
and the like.

In this hostile camp, •• can expect two kinds of
we <Me

publicit.J about. our oraaniaationa and our atru&&lea either WJ -.
i&nored, or '"'"
.. tend

t.o be •iarepreaanted.

Tbia uoea not. ••an we refuse to have anJthin& to do wtth the meadia
in t.hia camp.

No, we tr1 to use it where we can, we complain when

we are misrepresented, we fi&ht. for decent publicitJ in these

mad~

All t.hia ia important. because the resources for media production in
t.b.e hostile CBIDp are tar areat.er than what we can muster, and we
would

be cut.t.in& ott certain cbancea of publicitJ if we did not

tr1 t.o find the cracks in t.he hostile CBIDp and ensure that. our

publicit.7 &eta tbrouah t.b.eae.
Yet, at the same t.ime 1 we ~ow that tor t.rulJ decent publicity

i'

we need to rel1 on the media in our own C81Dp.

ty~\- t.hoae

Tbeaa mellia are

put. out. in the form of community and student newspapers,

as a\ickera and

brochure~

comin& from our civics, unions and

wo~en•a

oraaniaaUona, f'ncl' ra UDP'a a:eclia.
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UDP media 2

~~c~~~~

However, if we look around us we see
mpke lull use of our own media.

th~t

very often we do not

Some of us think it is too difficult

to produce media - but if onlr•they would try, they IYOuld see how
easy it ie.

Others of us do produce media, but do not really

use it to ita beat capacity.

Por this group, it is enouah if the

media looks sood (no matter reallr the content, or even if it gels
out aide the ofliot).

Indeed, producing media for this &roup 1a

often only a matter of the prestige it gives them.

Then there is

a third group amongst us who - perhaps in reacting against the
second group - do not produce anr media at all because they cannot
see the use of af doing so.
lor

al~

Por them, media is a waste of time.

ot these &roups, it would be useful to actually take a

moment to ask why ia it that we need publicity, why is it that
we need medin, what is the

1,. a ,...,-#ahc.ti.J he,..,.

CA#\

•xa purpose and

meoc{o'q

hctlf

Media can fulfill many functions.

rl

)Jr/

~fJ

role of our cedin?

CNr '1:1-.''"t'-l?

Pur example, one of the roles

•

of the media produced br those hostile to uaJ is
and confueion-sowing role.

a dis-ortanising

But there are oth11r rolals they play

which we could learn something from: their Qedia helps to mobilize

.

heir forceef it helps to educate their forces, and through theee
olu, it helps h unifr their forces.

·Ye tha:ve~ then.> mobilizing,

ledia can play a very important role in mobilizing people.
is largelr through propaganda.

To mobilize people, however, we

need to remember that we have to start tram where they are.
some feopie do not
'f\l"e~

~~t::

~~dentify

oAcsa.J ~

This
It

themselves as beine oppreeaed,

then we can'tLhope to mobilize them as eupporters of a movement
a&a1not oppression,
Digitised by the Open scholarship Programme in support of public access to information, University of Pretoria, 2017.

Propaaaoda and mobilization has to hit the nail on the head of
where people are - it hRa to give them an identity that will
be possible for them to sea themselves as.

Propaaanda cen•t try

to aailxpampla address ueople as 'freedom-lovers' it the people
don't teal a need to have this kind of identity.
whJ these pointe are

~mportan~ia

The reason

because all too often, the

activists producing .- aa propaaanda tend to foraet that the
audience has a different level of consciousness to their own.
Propaaanda muat harmonise with the level of consciousness ot
the audience if it is aoins • to successfully play the role
of mebilisin& them.
This

~uestion

leads us on to the QUestion of our audience.

~any

people will reP.d our medias aoma will be sympathetic,

others will be potential supporters, still others will waver,
and

then

th~re

will Rlso be some hostile.

"*ban we are aimin&

at mobilizing people, we have to think about which of these
&roupa we ara tryin& to mobilize and
we mi&ht decide that our

~

~or

aympat~izera

and that they need soma mobilizina.

what.

need

Por example,

morala~booatina,

On the other hand, we

mi&ht decide that our main taraet is to try to mobilize outsiders to support our idaaa and oraanisationa.

In both caaaa,

our propaaanda would be different.

The difference between propaganda and education ia that whilA
propaganda aima to aive people a rhar•d identity, education
builda on thia. Education adda an outlook, a packaae of knowledae,
and a way of understandin&, to thia identity. Education, then~
is aost successful when an audience ia sympathetic, and when scala
and pr1nciplaa can be tfken as given. So education is thua in
a way dependent on prior mobilization tor ita aucceaa.

Neither

education or mobilization are abaolutelr diatinct from each other -
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Y',

but m~a can emphneize one or the

ot.h~rr.

should we emphasize at an:,r one time -

Ti'le oueat.ion is wh11t

educ~t.ion

or

mobiliz~t.ion?

This obviousl' dependa on what. the needs of the time are ~

ai~ina

it alao depends on who we are

education depends

in a way on

~rior

our

media at.

It

mobilization, than it

1a clearly aoina to be difficu1 t. to pitch eciuc11t.1on at unmbbilized

people.

What these people need is mobilization.

The ouest.ion thpt.

then ariaea ia - have we got enough media to mobilize ne-.v people,
aa wall as to

.abtliza and educate our own members and aupportera?

It would be super if we did - but if we hDven't. enough money to
shouldn't
do this.
then we have to choose:/ we concentr3te on our
alrae.d:,r mobilized aupportera, r~:~h'!r,.~h~r,y to mobilize outsiders?
The point ia that we hP.Ve to be clear on oa- aims and our audience.

:1e coma no·" to the oueat.ion of media unif,ying social f"orcea.

One can create- or hope to create -·a unit:,r throu&h mobilizRt.ion •

..,

~~ this involvaa~giving people common a:,rmbola and QOat import.antl7

a

~n

identit.7 1 ao that the7 can all feel t.he7 are 'freedom-

lovers' or 'democrats' or whatever.
a more developed thins.
only a

o~n

Unit7 through educ11t.ion ia

Here one is educat.ine people to have not

identit7 1 but also a

co~on

outlook and understanding.

Education also involves people realising whr it is that unity is
important, what that uni tr . _ me ana, and IODdt- what the state's
plana to counter this unitr are.
Our media then can help mobilize, educate end

unitr our f"orcea.

Bv-t it is important that we don't therefore over-eat.imate
important

1111 dia

h.

Media can

never replace organisation.

1!!!1!... or;-.anisllt.ion
Throu£h mobilizing,

hOlY

- but it c1111
educati~

and

uniftin& our forces, media indireotlr helpe to atrengtnen our
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Organisations.

But for media to really

be

eff~ctive

and successful

in mob1lising, educating Pnd unifying, it cannot work alone.

The

when media and personal contact

mos\ powerful combination ia
go \ogether.
lt.:..1S and think

helpful if we have people to go with it, to make sure the media
he.s the efl"ect we want it h._ve.

The point about media is \ilnt

taken alone, it ia very difficult
directly.

fer audiences to respond to

It is only throueh personal, unmediated contact

~~t

pDple can discuss their uncertainties, raise their cuestiona,
- and aet iomediate feedbAck on these.
or

~amphlet

In contrast, a newsletter

does not answer the hundreds of doubts, quesies, fears

and suspicions that people have.

It is else • important that purs-

onal contact fiil in the content of media - try
education into the mobilization.

es~ecially

to bring

Only personal contact can discuss

what the real content is of a slogan like 'IPA4TH6ID DlVIDo3, UDP
UMI~IS',

u•.

and what is really meant b1 •a free non-raciPl and democratic

tJwr(b

Jo--- .1/
11

~-- ~'\ ~ .(A<.Jl:: .l

~\ct cevvs~

be effective and
So for media to/ultimately streni\hen organisation,
to be combined with personal contact.

it needs

Mow, this personal contact

does not come out of the blue - it has to be organised.

What this

means is that for media to kelp organisations, it itself needs ita
own organisBtion.

To produce mdia and distribute

1

~

can indeed be

a very important tool of organising people.

Skills - both technicai
plannin&
and political - are learnt, and the very processes of/producing am
distributina media help to mobilize, educate and unity people.
this direct contribution that media msias to organisation is very
important given the need to ll:eep on a proceos of mobilizing, educating
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UDP medio. 6

and unit;ying people IYhen media is not be in
structures in such times can oe used to

produced.

plL~

The r.Judi"

&head, P.nd more

importantly to 6Rin feedback.

lor media to strengthen organisation, however, personal cont.;~ct_. -"
"'Jk O'(.j~'""tJo.-> -u--. jOt'S
and media organisation are not themealvea enough.k.J» rroducing
and distributing media cannot be a substitute for or~anisers to
siz>J?ueople
H.'\G.ni
organise.41e f'lu$t nolc.r;..
on the bP.ais of per~onal contact alor.e

''"'I

HI ~
1

10006

~ I U . _ ,..f: t:../U'cP ,;, -t:ltt: mcdlq b.Jt ....,'h;U, fUll!. ""t)OII'..:J

on the fao\or,y floor, in the classrooma, house to house.

l:'roducing

and distributing media also cannot be a substitute for our organisations doing

impcrt~t

fundraiaing, minute-taking, lir.isina,

chairina, aemin1arc 1 and othe1 aorta of organisational work.
These other sorts of crganisin& are what is
brin& people into structures and t.o

ned~ed

keep them there with tasics

and responsiblities 1 and to keep them imvolved.

not involved in this

1Ya.Y 1

to actuall;y

If

~eople

ore

not only are organisations not strenatnened,

but the people themselves arow c,yncial of hearing all mouth, but
seeing no

action.

Na need to retaeCibe' that to beat use the media

mouth, we need a strong body to support it.

Often, the best

form of mobilizing, educRtin& and unfifying, and of strenithening
organisations iB not the
see and are involved in.

rhetoric, but the deeds which people
In order to

importance while not letting it
we need to
ations.

repl~ce

gi~

media ita correct

other organisational tasks,

take seriously the st.uoturing of portfolios in organis-

Not everyone CP.n - or should - become involved in media

work, if this means other work is neglected.
publicity secretaries with

R

The idea ot

h~v•na

publicit;y pa:tt:ifal:ta eub-coCIIIIi Use

around them is the logical ans·11er here.
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Me now come to the

~ueation

not an or&anisation.

of UDP and its media.

UDP io a front,

It exists to brin& toaetner man)' oraaniaationa,

in order to broaden their horizone, atrengtnen the oraaniaation in
each aroup 1 and to

hel~

••••&l•

co-ordinate action between them.

political front ia gre~ter then the sum of ita separate oraaniaationa1 but this is not eutomaticall)' given bf a formal
structure. It is a process of buildin& this that depends on
the £·eel oraanic uni \)' end stren&th of affiliated or&aniaations
in the front. The dan&er is that a political front can become
different from the sum of ita parts in an artificial way, and
certainl)' no atronaer than the sum of t;,e separate parts. 1'nia
is where the front cannot be held to&ether as a front of man)'
or&anisations 1 and where it tends to becomin& a separate or&aniaation.
This can be a real problem where there is no strong base to
&U~port this Or£~nisation.
A

UD1 be&an with a bane that woke man1 people. It echoed all over
the countl')', and man)' of us aaw thia eacitin& profile as our
direction. "i/e need however, to pause, and evaluate our resources
as to whether UDP c~ at this etage pla)' a mass nat~onal political
role for the oppreeaed people ae a whole. Are we makin& sure that
we are doin& enough to build the front first, that we are atrengthenin& the affiliates? Perheps it is time for affiliates to aim
at the public-at-large, or - better - for them to aim at the outsiders who are nonetheless part of their speoific co~atituancy; and
for UDP to aim itself mainl7 at ita affiliates.
So UDP media should help communication amongst affiliates so as to
pool their experience, broaden their horizons, end raise their
level of underatandin&. ~nile UDP ~edia emphasizes mobilizina,
educatin& and unif)'ing affiliatee, affiliate a.edia mi&ht well
aim at mobilizine, educating and unifying the specific constituencies
of each affiliate. But it is important to remeber in this distinction, that i t 1a up to the aftiliaha to use both a.edia (UDF and their
own) to t~analote moblizina, educating and unifying into concrete
or6anisation on \he &round.
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In the recent local authorities campair.n, UDP media should h3ve
linked the ieouo to the Koornhof billa, and to the con•titution,
and from there to the successful etrugalee a&ainst tho C~C elections
in other parts of the country. Affiliate r..edia at different levels
(ea. branches of civics, a ainale sivic 1 a media, several civics• medin)
should have comple!?te~hia. ahila UDP media should have been used
by the affiliates to educate and mobilize their ~ ectiviata, the
actual campaign media pickina up on local problems, aiming at
t~
to1mship constituency, advertizina local event11, cuotine locol people,
and callina for a local boycott - all this should be handled at
affiliate level.
Only in this way will aft'1liatas be atrenatr,er.ed in
the long term,
A eimilar proeram could be devised for the media handlina of the
*oseible elections in Coloured end Indian areas ner.t year.
Ita now come to the issue of how national and
diftere.

regoin~.l UJlP

medie.

UDP media needs to be Ul\derstood not only 1n terms of the needs of
a~ont,

but also in terms of it beina a national front.

Hera it is

clear that UDP media hBs to put greot stress on tr,Jing to unify
people - across rece, olaaa,aaixra&X.X religion, raam-.xaat aex
and reaion.

It has to unify them such that they all see that they

have a comcon source to their problema, that is the central apartneid
government and the social order it protects.

Unity hera invol v·: a

focusaing th~ir arievencaa and de~anda o1a sinal• spot.
But unifying is not easy.

We have very different problems in each

pRrt of the country, there are different levels of coneciouenese
and or&aniaation in different areas, end different groups of people
faoa different problema.
people in

The -ak facine UDP media ia to show African

1"1 ansvaaif!'J~~he

UDP co-ordinated boycott of cti.C elections

in the 11estem Cape 1s part of thetr atrue.tle too.

the task of

ahowing~

It 1a !'leO L
...;. -.M(IA.J.u ~,-elL
coloured and indian peopleJ.t~t the ieee

of the local authority elections cem,:aien is

:a-. relevant to them.

Next year, we h3v• to e~ow th~t Koornhof'e la~a are important for
""'a.lt~l·~

all non-racial democrats~to~ow about, end tt.at the new constitution
with conacripticn for c.lour11d and indil'n youth 1a Pho important
to all.
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con be illustrated by a.real ex~mple. One pprt of the
countr1 sa7e their ~ask ie to aet peuple to identify themselves
es beina oppressed. Conaecuently, their m••xa needs from UDP media
meent that articles should be alons the linea of •everJ day we face
hi&h rente, hiah bus f'aroe, bi&h food prices, poor wordna conditions,
etc. •. Another p1u·t of the country ea,ys that this propasanda would
bore people in their ares, as the people there alraody identify themselves ae .-aa oppressed and the1 ws~t to know whs~ara to ao from
there. In other words, education was the need in the second area.
How, the ouestion is, can one meat both needs adaouataly with a
sinale/lilid1BJ4elucb as UilP tlii./:1? n'het 1a useful for soma 1roupa 1a
useless or evan counterproductive for others.
Lhe~roblem

The aignif'ic,n} of' ttis is th~t UDP nationel media needs to be
plPnned and judaed

!rum a nption~l pers~ective, not from the

loceliead needs of different groupe in ditl'erent parts.

Till c:uestion

is, does UDP nationAl media adacuatal,y respond to the national
political conjuncture, even i f it 1a not entirely to the suiting
' ~ ..:~ --io~.slu,o ~ c-sft/vt:4tf:Jl
oi~: 1e5
of' organlaationa in the UDP.
H0\18Ver, the C'Uestion still retoeina as to what the role end usa than
is of national UDP media. :lo~a peo~le miaht ar ua that in this stage
of our atruatle, we don't really need nationel UDP media- eepaciallf
given the proble~e of Eekins it xa:cx useful nationwide. A&einst this
;ve would ar&ue that national oedia is needed, and that thlre is a
way of Eakins it useful nationwide. UDP does need national media
because it needs to bu!ld e national oonaciouaneaa • .le cannot
on~,y hava/MWKia that moblizes, educe.tea and unii'ies at the level
of ret,ional consciousness. But in order to build national conscioaanasa
out of the unevanesa tbet exists, Nl need to plen our ataps carefully.
Clearly, it is difficult to gat national media to be suitable for
avery affiliate to be able to uaa to successfully moblize, educate
and unify their entire constituency, It may even be difficult for
national ~:~edia to 'click' auccaaafplly with the mamll'a:ca arasaroots
organised ~:~embers of affiliates. Perhaps than, in buildin& national
conaciouanaas, UDP media needs as a first step ~o aim at the more
aavanced activists in the affiliates around the country. In terms
of national media and the present state of our atru&gle, this first
step will be more politically cost-effaotiva than nationpl media
ba1na eimed for whole memberships or constituencies. It will be
v~s\ly oore cost-effective th~n the present situntion where netion~l
~•din is aoinc to mass levels.
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If we have uneven needs and problems at~a ~~s level round the
country, ifteK end if we 1 .. fall between uveral otools QY t r.lifll:
IJV(

~ miJicq rldlAI" 111

to cater for all these, then we should sco.le i.* is

-~~

"6 ..J.:.a...of,e,.,4

UDP media also needs to be seen in 18nns of i t being decentrtolised.
UDP is a front of decentralised oraanisations.

At the

~oment,

we have centralized UDP media, end deoentrEOlise.- affilieote media.
If we are to build a stron& and reel t·unctioning unity, hor1ever,
we need affiliates to start combining and doine joint o.edia work.
ile need, perhaps, area UDP cor:unittees - tach with its o·;,n aediaeubconunittu complete 1Yith roneo machine and skills - supplied
perhaps by one Gf the stronger affiliates in the area.
To sum up then,
a. •edia can help stwenathen orgeoniaations by mvbilizina, educating
and unifyina
b. But for media to do this it reauirea its avm structures.
o. Media, and structures around media, cannot replace organisationrl
work of other varieties.
d. UDP's media at this sta61 should aim at affiliates.
e. Affiliates• must translate this media into stronger organisatims
on the around.
f. Affiliates aust complement this media with their own constituency ~pacific media.
&• UD.P r: -~ media at this stage of tall strua8la should aim not
at -'1"11.!...:.!::; •• ;:. :'hole, but at activist!' 1n the affiliates.
h. ~Dr media production should L• ~-u~n~.
ell.
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